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Trudeau’s “Counter-Protesters” against Canada
Convoy. Ridiculous Media Reports
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***

According to CTV News: “Sunday afternoon, counter-protesters were still  blocking Elgin
Street  to  northbound  vehicles.  Police  eventually  closed  Elgin  Street  and  the  Metcalfe  off-
ramp from the westbound Queensway.” 

 

Counter-protesters  blocking  Elgin  Street  at  Argyle.  #ottnews
pic.twitter.com/GPFam6Hbvo

— Josh Pringle (@PringleJosh) February 13, 2022

Trudeau’s Counter-Offensive

A “mass movement” of Ottawa citizens in support of Justin Trudeau.

Not  more than 30 frustrated protesters  accusing the Ottawa Police  of  “Colluding with
Terrorists”.

And the media applauds.
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“Authoritative” CBC Report

The counter protest movement “appears to be growing” according to the CBC:

As an ongoing protest against COVID-19 public health measures continues through its
third weekend, resistance from Ottawa residents appears to be growing.

Counter protests began on Saturday, with hundreds marching through Ottawa’s Glebe
neighbourhood, and continued Sunday morning as a group of people blocked a major
intersection to prevent a number of vehicles from joining the main protest downtown.

The impromptu blockade began to form on Sunday morning at about 9 a.m., when
roughly 20 residents stepped into the intersection at Bank Street and Riverside Drive.

Another  counter  protest  at  Bank  and  Riverside  blocking  a  convoy
#OttawaOccupied  #ott  #ottnews  #ottawa  pic.twitter.com/OYhJdYpe8w

— Natalia Goodwin CBC (@NataliaGoodwin) February 13, 2022

My Question to Trudeau. Do you have the Support of the Canadian People?

1,4  million  residents  in  the  Greater  Ottawa-Gatineau  Metropolitan  area.  According  to
reports, a couple of hundred residents showed up.

And only “20 residents stepped into the intersection on Bank and Riverside Drive”.

And another 30 residents blocked Elgin at Argyle. (as reported by CTV)

Wow.
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How Many Canadians will Vote for Justin Trudeau?

Another relevant question. Do you have support within the Liberal Caucus?

Several  Liberal  members  of  Parliament  support  the  Freedom  Convoy.  Alberta  and
Saskatchewan have scrapped the “Vaccine Passport”:

A backbench lawmaker from Justin Trudeau’s own caucus is accusing the prime minister
of dividing and stigmatizing Canadians by politicizing vaccine mandates and Covid-19
restrictions. (Politico)

Is Your “Fringe” Minority Government on Its Way Out?
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